Advances in ber-optic and VLSI technology have led to the emergence of very high-speed networks based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM. The time required t o t r ansmit the data into the network at the source is small compared to the delay to propagate the data from source to destination. Cell loss is also a major concern in ATM networks because waiting for the retransmission of lost cells delays the delivery of cells and requires substantial bu er space. The Instant Start protocol eliminates the costly bandwidth reservation delay before t r ansmission can begin. Simultaneously, it provides lossless transmission even when the network cannot handle the o ered r ate of transmission. Unlike other lossless protocols, Instant Start requires relatively little special control hardware o r p r ocessing at each switch.
Introduction
Recent improvements in ber-optic technology have provided large increases in network bandwidth, while VLSI technology has led to faster electronic switches capable of exploiting that high bandwidth. The Thunder and Lightning network project 4 at the University of California, Santa Barbara, is currently building a high-speed Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM 1 switch in which each ber-optic link operates at a rate of 40 gigabits per second Gb s. Technology is also being developed for 100 Gb s links.
In 6 Kleinrock noted that the introduction of wide-area gigabit networks would cause a fundamental change in the appearance of the network to the user. In current wide-area networks WANs, the time required to transmit data is constrained by the bandwidth of the network, and the time required to propagate data from the source to the destination is small in comparison. The delay required to establish a connection and to reserve bandwidth prior to transmission is much smaller than the connection holding time required for data transmission. For gigabit WANs of the future, the situation is reversed. The time required to propagate data from the source to the destination will remain constant because it is determined by the speed of light. With the increased transmission rate, however, the data transmission time will decrease dramatically. The propagation delay will become the dominant factor in the total connection holding time.
To maximize the bene ts of gigabit networks, the protocols being used must hide the e ects of latency from the user. Protocols that reserve bandwidth in advance before data transmission begins impose a minimum round-trip propagation delay. In cross-country WANs, this delay can exceed 40 ms during which time more than 200 megabytes of data can be transmitted at 40 Gb s. Imposing a reservation delay in which n o data may be transmitted will greatly reduce the e ective throughput seen by the user.
Cell loss also imposes a round-trip propagation delay during which the destination must halt cell delivery as it waits for retransmitted cells to arrive. Cell loss will not only reduce the e ective throughput seen by the user, but will require the destination to bu er hundreds of megabytes of data. Thus, it is imperative that cell loss be kept to a minimum. This paper describes the Instant Start protocol, which allows a user to notify the network of the intended transmission rate and then to transmit data immediately. Bandwidth reservation is performed concurrently with the data transfer. In addition, Instant Start guarantees that no cells will be lost due to congestion bu er over ow, thereby a voiding the lengthy retransmission delay and easing destination bu ering requirements.
Instant Start works most e ciently with RAM bu ers, which can implement per-virtual circuit queuing. Because cells for each virtual circuit are placed in distinct logical queues within the RAM bu ers, the rate of each virtual circuit can be controlled individually. H o wever, Instant Start also supports FIFO bu ering in which several virtual circuits are routed through the same physical FIFO bu er. Individual control over the rates of virtual circuits sharing the bu er is impossible because only the total output rate of the bu er can be altered. Hardware complexity is reduced at the expense of protocol complexity.
In this paper, the operation of the Instant Start protocol using per-VC queuing with RAM bu ers is described. The use of the Instant Start protocol in a system with FIFO bu ers is described in 13 .
The Instant Start protocol
The Instant Start protocol is a lossless, minimal latency protocol designed as part of the Thunder and Lightning networking project. Instant Start has the following characteristics:
Minimal virtual circuit reservation latency. Data cells must be delayed beyond call setup only long enough to guarantee that they do not overtake the setup request. Zero cell loss due to bu er over ow congestion. Cells may be lost due to hardware failure or noise, so higher level protocols must still use sequence numbers and error detection mechanisms to validate ATM Adaptation Layer frames. A source may begin transmitting without reserving bandwidth in the network, which implies that even if there is insu cient capacity in the network to support the connection, any cells that were transmitted into the network before the call was rejected must be delivered. First-Come First-Served FCFS access to available bandwidth. Unlike A TM's ABR service class 2, 3 , capacity is not equally divided among all active virtual circuits using ABR. Furthermore, a single virtual circuit must be able to exploit the full bandwidth of the network, if it is available.
Instant Start control cells
Because 
Setup cells
As in most reservation-based virtual circuit protocols, a source wishing to initiate a data transfer begins by transmitting a setup cell into the network indicating the rate at which it wishes to send. Unlike standard reservation protocols, the source can begin to transmit data at the requested rate before it has received con rmation from the network.
Setup cell processing at each n o d e i n volves software and may take 10 microseconds or more, while data cells are switched in hardware in as few as 10 nanoseconds. To prevent data cells for a virtual circuit from overtaking the setup cell establishing the connection, the source must delay transmission for at least the time to process a setup cell at each n o d e m ultiplied by the number of nodes along the path. Because new connections established by the Instant Start protocol are either source-routed or use pre-established permanent virtual circuits, the source should be able to calculate an upper bound on this period of time. By delaying transmission for this interval, the setup cell will arrive at the destination followed immediately by the rst data cell for the virtual circuit. If su cient free capacity exists to grant the request at each node along the path, each node assigns the requested bandwidth to the new virtual circuit, decrements the available bandwidth at the output port correspondingly, and forwards the setup cell to the next switch. Transmission proceeds as if the circuit had been reserved by a standard reservation protocol, with the exception that transmission is allowed to begin without waiting for the reservation con rmation cell to return from the destination. In fact, the entire data transfer may be completed before the reservation conrmation is received at the source! If, on the other hand, a setup cell arrives at a node with insu cient free capacity to grant the requested rate, as is the case in Figure 1 , the new virtual circuit is granted the remaining free capacity. The switch modi es the requested rate eld of the setup cell, to match the capacity granted, and forwards it to the next switch. The protocol must then deal with the following problems:
1. The source must be informed of the granted rate so that it will not continue to transmit at the originally requested rate.
2. To prevent bu er over ow, the upstream switch S 1 must reduce the data rate of the virtual circuit to the congested switch S 2 . It cannot wait for the rate change of the source to become e ective a s that would require the bu ering of all of the virtual circuit's excess data in the network between the source and the physical point of congestion. In the worst case, this could be the maximum data rate multiplied by the longest round-trip propagation delay. By requiring the previous switch to reduce its rate immediately, the protocol e ectively distributes the bu ering requirements among all switches along the path from the source to the point of congestion. 3. The bu ers at the congested switch and, in fact, all of the other switches that participated in bu ering data must be emptied; full bu ers are of no use in bu ering future excess data ows. The Instant Start protocol solves problems 1 and 2 by sending a rate adjustment cell upstream containing the virtual circuit identi er and the reduced rate available to it. Each switch records the new rate for the virtual circuit in its allocation table and forwards the cell upstream toward the source.
The Instant Start protocol solves problem 3 by temporarily reducing the output rate of the previous switch below the allowed rate. The resulting output rate pro le for the per-VC queue at the previous switch is shown in Figure 2 . During the initial rate period, more cells are transmitted to the downstream switch than can be forwarded on the outgoing link, and the excess cells must be bu ered. While the output rate of the upstream switch is constrained below the allowed rate, more cells are transmitted by the downstream switch than are received, and the bu er occupancy decreases. When data resumes arriving at the allowed rate from the upstream switch, the bu er at the downstream switch is completely empty. This behavior is achieved by sending a transient reduction cell to the upstream switch. The congested switch calculates the excess data that must be bu ered as B = R 2t p , where t p is the propagation delay t o the previous switch and R is the di erence between the initial requested rate and the granted rate. The congested switch then chooses a reduced rate as a function of the granted rate. Given the reduced rate, the protocol calculates the time the upstream switch m ust maintain the rate to unbu er B bits as t = B R . Finally, the congested switch sends a transient reduction cell containing the virtual circuit number, restricted rate, and restriction duration to the upstream switch. The description of transient reduction cell processing is deferred until Section 2.1.3.
The function used to choose a reduced rate may b e as simple as taking a strict percentage of the granted rate or may be more complex. Adjusting this function controls how quickly bu ers are emptied and, in the case of FIFO bu ers, the degree to which other circuits sharing the same bu er are a ected. When the new virtual circuit is restricted to a small fraction of the allowed rate, the bu ers will empty quickly; when the new virtual circuit is only slightly constrained, the bu ers will drain gradually.
A special case occurs when a setup cell arrives at a switch with no available capacity. Although the call should be rejected to obey FCFS access to available bandwidth, the congested switch cannot simply send a rate adjustment cell with a zero granted rate back t o the source. This would indeed terminate the call, but would leave data cells for the circuit trapped in bu ers throughout the network.
Instead, this case is handled by granting a minimal rate to the virtual circuit to allow the bu ers to empty. As usual, a transient reduction cell is sent upstream and a rate adjustment cell is sent to the source to notify it and the upstream nodes that the virtual circuit has been granted a minimal rate. In this case, the rate adjustment cell also contains a ag, which marks the virtual circuit as being rejected. When a source receives such a cell, it immediately terminates the indicated virtual circuit, but the data it sent prior to receiving the cell will eventually be delivered by the network.
To grant a minimal rate to the new virtual circuit, the same rate must be preempted from an existing virtual circuit passing through the same output port. This situation is handled as if the existing virtual circuit had sent a setup cell requesting its current rate but was granted its current rate minus the rate given to the new circuit. Both rate adjustment and transient reduction cells are sent upstream. In addition, a rate noti cation cell is sent d o wnstream to inform downstream switches of the change in rate, as would have been done implicitly by a setup cell.
The preemption mechanism can easily be extended to implement virtual circuit priority. Each virtual circuit can be assigned a priority level based on the relative importance or urgency of the data being transmitted. When a setup cell arrives at a switch with insu cient free bandwidth, the new virtual circuit is allowed to preempt capacity from any existing virtual circuit of lower priority. Rate adjustment, transient reduction and rate noti cation cells are sent for the preempted virtual circuits as above, and the new highpriority virtual circuit proceeds as if capacity had been available.
To summarize, when congestion occurs at a switch S 2 , the switch sends a rate adjustment cell upstream to inform the source and upstream switches of the rate at which the new virtual circuit may transmit. In so doing, the steady-state problem is solved. It remains, however, to solve the short-term bu ering problem caused by the change in switch S 1 's rate not being observed at switch S 2 until 2t p seconds later. The excess data received during the delay m ust be bu ered at switch S 2 . T o empty the bu ers that will ll, switch S 2 sends a transient reduction cell to switch S 1 , requiring it to reduce its output rate below the allowed rate temporarily. The resulting shortage of cells allows switch S 2 to empty its bu ers. The data stream resumes at the allowed rate at exactly the time at which the per-VC queue in switch S 2 is emptied. Essentially, switch S 2 pushes the congestion problem one hop backward in the network. The net e ect on the virtual circuit is indicated in Figure 2 . The virtual circuit achieves the transfer rate it would have a c hieved had it known the amount o f a vailable bandwidth in advance and started transmitting at that rate originally.
Rate adjustment cells
Rate adjustment cells are sent upstream by a switch when a change in granted rate occurs at the switch. The change in rate may be the result of:
A setup cell for the rate-adjusted virtual circuit that arrives at a switch with insu cient free bandwidth to grant the full requested rate, Bandwidth preemption due to another virtual circuit requesting bandwidth at a switch with no free bandwidth, or Bandwidth preemption due to a higher priority virtual circuit requesting bandwidth from a switch with insu cient a vailable capacity to grant the full requested rate without preemption.
When a switch receives such a cell, it rst forwards the cell upstream after changing the virtual circuit identi er to match that used on the upstream link. The switch then records the newly granted rate in its allocation table and reallocates the output rate of the per-VC queue accordingly.
Having done this, the switch faces an excess rate problem similar to that faced when handling setup cells: the rate of the virtual circuit entering the switch will exceed the output rate of the virtual circuit until the rate adjustment cell reaches the upstream switch and the subsequent rate change becomes e ective. As when processing setup cells, the switch calculates the amount of data to be bu ered as B = R 2t p , where R is now the di erence between the previously recorded granted rate and the rate speci ed in the rate adjustment cell. Again, a reduced rate is chosen, a duration for the constraint is computed, and a transient reduction cell is sent to the previous switch.
Transient reduction cells
Transient reduction cells are used to empty bu ers i n a d o wnstream switch. Whenever an event occurs that will cause bu ering at a switch, the switch sends a transient reduction cell upstream in anticipation. Cells will need to be bu ered when:
A setup cell arrives at a switch that is unable to satisfy the full request without bandwidth preemption, A rate adjustment cell is received, causing the output rate of a virtual circuit at a switch to fall below the input rate temporarily until a rate adjustment cell forwarded upstream takes e ect, or A transient reduction cell is received, causing the output rate of a virtual circuit at a switch to fall below the input rate for a speci ed duration. Upon receiving a transient reduction cell, a switch records the virtual circuit restriction and the time at which the restriction expires in its allocation table. The switch immediately adjusts the output rate of the virtual circuit by executing the rate allocation procedure described in Section 2.3. In addition, a future reallocation is scheduled to occur at the constraint expiration to reset the output rate of the virtual circuit to the granted rate.
Having adjusted its output rate to comply with the transient reduction cell, the switch then computes the e ect of compliance upon the local switch bu ers. The switch computes the amount of data that will be bu ered as B = R t c , where t c is the duration of the constraint speci ed in the transient reduction cell. As with setup and rate adjustment cell processing, the switch arranges for the bu ers to be emptied by sending a transient reduction cell upstream.
When using RAM bu ers with per-VC queues, rate adjustment and transient reduction cells di er only in the duration of their e ect. Rate adjustment cells cause a permanent c hange in the granted rate of a virtual circuit, while transient reduction cells require only temporary changes. With per-VC queuing, rate adjustment cells could be implemented as transient reduction cells with in nite duration. This is not the case with FIFO bu ering because the two cell types have v ery di erent purposes. Rate adjustment cells solve the steady-state problem of bandwidth allocation. Transient reduction cells are used to empty bu ers lled while a switch waits for its rate adjustment cells to take e ect.
Integrating flow control actions
In previous sections we described control cell handling in isolation of other ow control actions to provide a clearer exposition. However, rate adjustment and transient reduction cells are most often sent together. For example, a setup cell arriving at a congested node causes the switch to send cells of both types to the upstream neighbor along the path of the new circuit. Furthermore, transient reduction cells will be generated by the reception of both the rate adjustment cell and the transient reduction cell at the upstream node. Thus, overlapping ow control actions are common.
Rate adjustment cells reduce the rate of a virtual circuit to that allowed by the network. Because a virtual circuit could be constrained to varying degrees at different points in the network, multiple rate adjustment cells for the virtual circuit may be received from di erent switches. A switch always uses the smallest value it receives, so handling multiple rate adjustment cells is trivial. If the rate indicated in the cell is smaller than the rate recorded in the allocation table at a switch, the rate adjustment cell is processed and forwarded; otherwise, it is discarded.
To k eep transient reduction cell processing as simple as possible, the burden of reconciling multiple ow control actions is placed upon the sender of the control cell. For this reason, transient reduction cell processing is also simple. Each transient reduction cell supersedes any previous transient reduction cell for the same virtual circuit. As a result, the bu ering imposed by the constraint i n s u c h a cell can easily be computed from the recorded granted rate for the circuit.
On the other hand, the sender of the transient reduction cell is responsible for keeping track of pending ow control actions it has requested. When a node transmits a transient reduction cell for a virtual circuit, it records in the allocation table entry corresponding to the virtual circuit the total number B c of bits to be unbu ered by the action, the local time T c in the transmitting node at which the action was requested, the duration t c of the constraint, and the rate R c at which the cells are to be unbu ered R in the original transient reduction computation. a new transient reduction cell for the same virtual circuit, the new transient reduction cell will override the one transmitted previously. Consequently, the sender must increase the value of B c by some value B 0 to compensate. Figure 4 illustrates an example in which switch S 2 sends a transient reduction cell at time T c and subsequently needs to send an additional transient reduction cell at time T now . As shown, the new transient reduction cell will override the old cell at time T now + 2 t p . Because the original constraint should have lasted until time T c +t c +2 t p , part of the previously requested ow control action may be aborted. Speci cally, i f T now is less than T c + t c , exactly T c + t c , T now seconds of the previous ow control action will not be completed. Because the original ow control action was unbu ering cells at a rate R c , the amount of data that remains bu ered by aborting the original ow control action can be calculated as B 0 = B c , R c T now , T c By adding B 0 to the amount of data to be unbu ered by the subsequent o w control action, the sender ensures that no cells remain in its bu ers. The pseudocode for responding to a transient reduction cell is provided in Figure 3 . The pseudocode for generating transient reduction cells in response to setup and rate adjustment cells is similar.
Allocation procedure
The allocation procedure for an output port is responsible for setting the service rates of the per-VC queues to obtain the desired output rates. For per-VC queuing, the allocation procedure simply sets the service rate for each queue to be the granted rate for the virtual circuit for which i t p r o vides bu ering. If a circuit is currently constrained by an unexpired transient reduction, the service rate is set to the lower constrained rate.
The allocation procedure must run whenever a ratechange event occurs, though only the queues of the virtual circuits a ected need to be updated. Thus, the allocation procedure runs whenever:
Setup cells for new virtual circuits arrive, Virtual circuits are closed by a release cell, Rate adjustment cells are received, Transient reduction cells are received, or Constraints imposed by previously received transient reduction cells expire.
Related work
The Instant Start protocol is most closely related to protocols designed for use with the Available Bit Rate ABR service 2 o f A TM networks. The two main ow-control mechanisms that have been proposed for use with the ABR service are credit-based ow control and rate-based ow control. Researchers have also proposed an integration of the two s c hemes 11 to provide F ir st co n st ra in t b e gi n s F ir st co n st ra in t ex p ire s S ec o n d co ns tr ai nt be gi ns switch designers with more exibility in implementing ow control.
In rate-based protocols 5, 7 , 1 0 , 14 , the network provides explicit feedback to the source regarding the bit rate at which i t m a y transmit. The feedback control loop may extend from the source to the destination across the network, or individual switches may communicate with the source directly. Rate-based algorithms require little hardware support and are, thus, easy to implement, but do not provide for lossless transmission.
In credit-based protocols 8, 9 , ow control is performed on a link-by-link basis. Each d o wnstream node sends credit information to the directly connected upstream node. The credit information entitles the upstream node to send only a speci ed amount of data downstream. In the absence of additional credits, the upstream node must stop transmitting cells for the virtual circuit. Credit-based protocols are capable of providing lossless transmission because credits can be correlated to available bu er space downstream.
Other work has been done to reduce the ine ciencies of standard reservation protocols. Typically, capacity is reserved for a virtual circuit when the reservation request is rst made, even though data will not arrive u n til at least an end-to-end propagation delay later. The E cient Reserved Virtual Circuit ERVC protocol 15 reduces the time during which network bandwidth is reserved to exactly that used by the data transfer. This signi cantly increases the e ciency of using network bandwidth, but still imposes an endto-end propagation delay before an individual virtual circuit can begin its transmission.
The Ready-to-Go Virtual Circuit RGVC protocol 16 eliminates the setup delay altogether. As in Instant Start, a source that wishes to begin transmission sends a setup cell into the network followed, after a short delay, b y data cells. RGVC also provides lossless transmission by coupling available bu er capacity downstream with allowed transmission rate upstream. Unfortunately, the RGVC protocol requires either special hardware within the switch or a complicated list exchange procedure between switch neighbors in order to provide e cient operation.
The Instant Start protocol shares ideas with both the rate-based and the credit-based protocols. Like rate-based protocols, switches running Instant Start provide explicit feedback to sources about their allowed transmission rates in the form of rate adjustment cells. Instant Start's transient reduction cells can be interpreted as negative credit cells. In credit-based protocols, a node can transmit only when it has received credits, whereas in Instant Start a node can transmit unless it receives anticredits" in the form of transient reduction cells.
Finally, the Instant Start protocol draws many ideas from our experience with the RGVC protocol. Indeed, Instant Start was developed after the authors rst implemented a version of the RGVC protocol on both the Thunder and Lightning network simulator 12 and on a prototype of the Thunder and Lightning switch. Due to the limited processing power available within the switch, however, it was determined that the Thunder and Lightning switch w as incapable of performing the required computations within the time constraints dictated by the RGVC protocol. The need for a protocol with reduced computational requirements and more efcient use of bu ering capacity led to the development of the Instant Start protocol. Although Instant Start provides lossless transmission and low-latency circuit setup like R GVC, Instant Start takes advantage of information contained in the setup cell to anticipate congestion rather than react to it once it has occurred. In addition, Instant Start incorporates rate allocation to provide rst-come rst-served access to bandwidth that RGVC does not provide. Unlike R GVC, Instant Start does not require special hardware or complex list maintenance software.
Conclusion
Gigabit networks represent a fundamental change from networks of the past, where the bandwidthlimited transmission time dominated the time to complete a data transfer. Protocols that reserved bandwidth for the virtual circuit in advance worked well because the time to set up the virtual circuit was small compared to the data transfer time. In gigabit networks, however, transfers are latency limited. Consequently, the same bandwidth reservation protocols that worked well in the past will pose a costly delay for gigabit networks because the time required to reserve bandwidth may exceed the time the bandwidth is actually used.
To realize the maximum bene t from gigabit ATM networks, we m ust nd ways of reducing the virtual circuit setup latency while simultaneously providing very low cell loss rates. In this paper we h a ve described the Instant Start protocol, which o vercomes the latency problem by o verlapping the reservation and data transfer phases of communication. In addition, Instant Start provides lossless transmission even in the absence of an initial bandwidth reservation.
